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RETREADING DOWN TO AN ART
Bandag’s exclusive Application Specific tread range has placed them firmly at the top of the retreading food chain. As
kings of the retreading jungle, we’ve become accustomed to pretenders to the throne who try to copy our designs. What
can’t be copied however is the superior tread quality that provides fleets in the Bandag pride, best in class performance
and Bandag’s unrelenting commitment to premium quality and better CPK! That’s what we do.
Tel: +27 11 439 6000, Fax: +27 86 682 7027, e-mail: info@bandag.co.za or visit www.bandag.co.za
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A

note from

the

editor

Arguably 2017 has been a tough
year for all, not least of all the local
tyre producers and distributors who
are striving to remain relevant and
competitive in a market that is officially
in recession. The industry is beset with
multiple challenges, among them the
issue of scrap tyre collections and their
disposal. With the judge upholding the
liquidation order against Redisa and
while manufacturers, importers and tyre dealers alike diligently continue
paying their green levy to SARS, the situation on the ground appears dire.
SA TREADS is being inundated by a growing list of complaints from the
dealer trade claiming that although they are meeting their monthly levy
contributions, little to none is being done to rid them of their mounting
stock of waste piles.
Waste depots across the country are overflowing with many now being
compelled to shut their doors. To compound the matter, the Minister issued
a second Section 28 Notice to the industry to submit their Waste Tyre
Management plans. In short, we are right back at square one; no official
waste plan in place and only the Waste Management Bureau providing
an interim service to some, but not all. Our lead story on page 13 which
continues from the September issue will bring you up to date with latest
developments and challenges surrounding this highly controversial topic.
On a lighter note, TyreLife Solutions, a small but dynamic company is
aiming high in its quest to educate the consumer on tyre purchase by
professionalising the industry. Sole distributors of the reputable Cooper
brand to market, they also recently secured sole distribution rights for the
Mickey Thompson brand. Both Cooper and Mickey Thompson are highly
respected worldwide, particularly in the 4x4 market segment. This exclusive
interview on page 3.
Another relative newcomer to the market, Durban-based STR8-Lign is the
proud recipient of a Bronze Innovation Award at the recent Automechanika
in Johannesburg. This story on page 29
We wish all our readers a restful festive season. Take special care on those
roads and see you all again in 2018.
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TYRELIFE SOLUTIONS
INTENT ON
PROFESSIONALISING
MARKET

ONE-ON-ONE WITH
GEORG SCHRAMM

After clinching sole distribution rights for the
Cooper brand in 2012, (an American tyre that
has achieved world recognition in the SUV/4x4
segment) Top Draw Tyres as they were known
back then, went on to grow market share by
partnering with a diverse number of South
African independent and company owned
retail outlets. Since then attention to detail and
service coupled with a unique tyre warranty
have been the main contributors towards the
widespread acceptance of the brand in SA. With
the Cooper brand now available via more than
500 dealerships in SA, (incidentally, the tyre
brand the well-known explorer Kingsley Holgate
swears by), the question now is, where to from
here? Georg Schramm and his passionate team
are not known for resting their laurels. They
recently acquired exclusive distribution rights to
yet another premium American off-road brand,
Mickey Thompson. More important, not content
to be known solely as providers of tyres to
market, they are embarking on a new quest. In
an exclusive interview with SA TREADS, Georg
Schramm tells of their ambitions to educate the
consumer by professionalising the tyre business.
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TyreLife Solutions secure distribution rights for Mickey Thompson.

We believe the company is about to be renamed Georg. Tell us about

Do you have a strategy in place to address these issues with the

that.

consumer?

Top Draw was a convenient choice in the beginning named after the shelf

First, I think we need to acknowledge that the new generation of motorists

company we acquired. However, the addition of a new brand plus other

(40 years of age and younger) is very much in the know. They like to test

service offerings has prompted us to come up with a more suitable name

out proposed tyre purchases. They are also tech-savvy and are heavily

for the company. We settled on TyreLife Solutions as it accurately embodies

focussed on social media platforms and online purchasing.

all that we stand for. Our newfound mission is to provide the customer with
real tyre solutions that will assist in making the right buying choice. Fitting

This places enormous responsibility on us as an industry to not only be

the correct tyre could not only prolong the life of the tyre, it could prove

present and active in these online mediums but to ensure that we are

potentially life-saving.

providing the consumer with important information/advice online that will
assist him in making the correct tyre buying decision.

We are passionate about what we do. Our role as we see it, is far larger than
that of a tyre supplier. Tyres can be an expensive grudge purchase but few

Whilst most tyre resellers have some presence on the internet, unfortunately

motorists pause to think about the life-saving properties of a tyre. Those

the quality of information that is typically available on these sites is sadly

four contact tread patches are your only connection to the road!

inadequate.

As an industry, we should be advising the consumer on correct

Take the 4x4 market segment for example. How many consumers

applications, ply ratings, and most of all, the life-saving features

are aware that a P-metric tyre is not recommended for overlanding

that premium tyre brands have to offer. The industry has become

expeditions. Euro-metric and P-metric tyre sizes were originally

complacent. Instead, we are selling on price which is sad as I truly

designed for cars and station wagons but more recently, they have also

believe that with the correct information, a discerning motorist will

been used for light truck applications because most vans, bakkies and

almost always be prepared to fork out a little more for a tyre that delivers

SUVs are intended to carry passengers instead of cargo. Better suited

on tyre life, performance and above all, safety.

for on-road use, P-metric tyres are not designed to withstand additional

Retreading – Promotion

•
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Investing in OUR future…
Being a premium pre-cured tread (PCT) manufacturer, Bandag prides itself on
the quality as well as the performance of its products. Bandag strives to deliver
the lowest cost per kilometer PCT to its fleet customers. Quality assurance
and improved product performance comes from continuous investment in
research & development and improved technology.

Bandag has very proudly re-invested in its manufacturing plant and this

Bandag’s investment in its plant solidifies its intention of remaining the

time, specifically in its LAB. Following an extensive investment in its mixing

highest quality PCT producer in South Africa. Considering the number

equipment, Bandag has completely re-vamped its LAB with the latest in

of economic and trade challenges facing South Africa, delivering proven

rubber analysis technology.

global solutions locally, is Bandag’s commitment to the future of the
country, its franchise network and its fleet operators.

The Bandag LAB is responsible for ensuring the Quality Control of every
Bandag PCT that is produced and sold. The new equipment allows Bandag

Bandag is fiercely independent, proudly South African and committed to

to ensure the quality of its product remains non-negotiable and fleet

delivering the lowest cost per kilometer in aiding its fleet customers with

customers enjoy the reliability they have grown accustomed to when they

cost containment measures…

buy a Bandag retread.

Do you still think all retreads are created equal???

With Bandag, you don’t have to be a tyre expert. You just have to know one!
Bandag specialises in the manufacture of retreads and best-in-class after sales service. That’s what we do!
For more information please contact Bandag on 011 439 6000 or visit the website at www.bandag.co.za.

With the reliability you get from Bandag, your ﬂeet can take on anything.
8182 Bandag Strip Ad.indd 3

www.bandag.co.za
5/15/08 4:39:38 PM
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load that an overlanding expedition would typically require.

our online dealer training programme, Cooper College, via our exciting
new portal. Largely motivated by the lack of basic and technical

Then there is the issue of ply ratings which many unsuspecting motorists

product knowledge that is being demonstrated by tyre retailers in

faithfully rely on. How many consumers are aware that certain ply-rated

South Africa, our company’s selling strategy, brought to life through

tyres simply cannot deliver at 2bar pressure when loaded, and that load and

the implementation of Cooper College, is centred around re-educating

speed are intrinsically inter-linked?

retailers how to sell.

Moreover, today’s consumer can easily be seduced by the aesthetics of

The programme is available to dealers on the company’s dealer portal.

a tyre, with many brands sporting a robust, rugged tread, but it would be

It consists of course material that retail staff can study and participate

dangerous to go on looks alone as the tyre could be unsuitable to their

in, including online tests for each module. The tests have certain pass

application.

marks that dealers must attain to receive certificates for successfully
completing each module.

And these are but a few of the types of facts that an SUV/4x4 user would
need to be equipped with before making an informed tyre buying decision.

Having recognized that training is the keystone to our business, in fact,
I would go so far as to say that it is one of the driving pillars, the vision

In response to this gaping need in the market, we recently launched

is to not only provide entry level product training, but to provide highly
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WORLD’S FIRST DIAGNOSTIC
TYRE CHANGER Experts Choice!
ANALYSES

During the usual mounting and demounting of the tyres, it analyses
the geometry of the rim and the uniformity of the tyre (radial and
side rigidity, and any geometric deformation) that may cause,
above all, vibrations while driving.

MATCH-MOUNTING
It solves any irregularity by optimising the coupling position of the
rim and tyre (match-mounting), the only real solution to this
problem, avoiding the pointless use of the tyre changer and wheel
balancer.
Uniformity is the first technology that allows
match-mounting to be carried out directly on the tyre changer,
transforming it into a real wheel diagnosis centre. Essential for the
professional who wants to provide clients with
a first-class service.

Automechanika Frankfurt 2016

The analysis performed with the innovative
Presser Roller and Laser
Triangulator gives precise and
immediate feedback directly on the monitor.

Presser roller with variable load, for measuring radial and lateral
force variation.

A REAL ROAD
SIMULATOR
All the basic steps to replace and check the tyre and the
entire wheel are performed with just ONE piece of
equipment. The wheel balancing machine is only used for
the final balancing phase.
TRADITIONAL

TECHNICAL DATA
WHEEL SIZE RANGE
Rim diameter

from 12” to 32”

Max. tyre diameter

1200 mm (47”)

Maximum tyre width
Tyre types processed

15" (from the wheel
supporting base)
Conventional, low profile and
Run Flat

MOUNTING

DIAGNOSIS

MOUNTING
BALANCING
DIAGNOSIS
MATCH-MOUNTING

Suppliers of quality equipment to the tyre industry!
Johannesburg 011 390 7160
Windhoek
00264 61 301161*
Port Elizabeth 082 553 9987

Cape Town
021 949 0010
082 821 1874
Durban
Bloemfontein 051 447 5804

w w w . w h e e l q u i p . c o . z a

MATCH
MOUNTING

BALANCING
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technical training and accreditation. The vision also includes shifting the
mindset of retailers viewing ‘price’ as the most important factor when
selling tyres to value, quality and safety.
I have had a brief look at your www.coopertyres.co.za/dealer portal
and it appears to be comprehensive, interactive and easy to navigate.
How would a dealer go about registering on the dealer portal?
The process is simple. To access our portal, a dealer would need to visit
www.coopertyres.co.za. On the home page is a DEALER LOGIN which
brings up a banner with a CREATE AN ACCOUNT. They would need to
complete the form and this will provide them automatic access which is
later tailored to the individual. The system also makes provision for the
dealer to order product online.
Tell us about your latest
addition to your product range.
Our latest acquisition is the
American

brand

Mickey

Thompson. Mickey Thompson
is known as a giant amongst
racetrack heroes. As the driver
who holds more auto speed
records than anyone on earth,
he also came to be known as
a tyre innovator whose tyres
The legendary Mickey Thompson.

were used on fast attack
vehicles in the Gulf War.

This latest addition to our range ultimately means that our company
arguably carries the largest range of patterns and sizes to cater for the
SUV/4x4 market in southern Africa.
Aside from premium products, service and training, what else can you
offer local dealers?
We also offer a robust delivery system so that dealers do not have to tie
up working capital in stock levels. This has proven a major attraction with
dealers across the country.
And then there is our unique Warranty. Cooper Tyres is the only tyre
brand in South Africa with warrantied conviction on the entire range of
tyres, providing a mileage warranty plus a one-year protection plan when
consumers fit four or more tyres.
The programme, named Cooper TyreLife, is designed to encourage
consumers to change their behaviour regarding tyre maintenance.

W&Y1552_01

OTR
Truck
PCR
Taxi

Tel. 031 765 2650 | Fax. 031 765 2695 | www.tandemtyres.co.za

For years, Rhino Tyres has delivered
a range of high quality tyres at great
value across the globe for OTR,
TBR and PCR vehicles. Distributed
exclusively throughout South Africa
and Africa by Tandem Tyres, Rhino’s
high-tech, and Euro-star rated design
offers superior resilience and reliability
for any need, in any terrain.
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To what else do you attribute your company’s success in a relatively
short space of time?
Our small but dynamic and passionate team comprises of hand-picked
experts, many hail from the corporate world. Understandably it was a huge
leap for us to embark on an uncertain entrepreneurial venture such as this,
but suffice it to say, we were determined to succeed.
The innovation exhibited by our small team in terms of doing things
differently, challenging the status quo of the industry and championing
the Consumer have propelled the business forward. We are now involved
in several brand development projects such as FIA Rally Cross, the
Bloodhound Land Speed attempt at Haksteen Pan and the development of
the local Dust Series.
All of this coupled with a sizeable capital investment in technology by way
of business intelligence, internet presence and our dealer portal and app
are all part of our strategy to grow and develop our business.
Tell us about your “Tyres for Life” year-end campaign.
Five lucky motorists are in line to win R100 000.00 each to be used
exclusively on tyre replacement. This bold and gutsy initiative which is
being driven by our dealer base demonstrates the faith we place in the
Cooper brand.
Any parting advice for the industry and consumers?
To the consumer: Don’t ask how much it costs, rather how much it’s
worth. Stay away from unknown tyre brands. There are so many different
brands doing the rounds at the moment, some of them dubious, so do your
homework and ask the right questions before deciding on a tyre make.
The tread, carcass and molecular composition of a tyre all play a crucial
Cooper is Kingsley Holgate’s preferred tyre brand.

role in delivering tyre performance, mileage and safety so it’s important,
particularly in South Africa which is not known for its law-abiding drivers,
to over compensate rather than under compensate to protect yourself and

On registration the consumer enters the average monthly mileage; this

the lives of your loved ones.

is calculated to send the consumer communication reminding them
to undertake the compulsory tyre maintenance every 8000kms. Tyre

To the industry: We have a massive responsibility to the consumer and

maintenance includes balancing, rotation and alignment.

should be operating along the lines of a collective conscience when it
comes to tyre sales. The practice of selling someone a tyre that is unfit

And of course, the dealer derives benefit from this by way of regular wheel

or suitable to their needs should not be entertained or condoned by any

alignments. Plus, when the vehicle is on the ramp, the operator can use

distribution point.

the time to identify any other possible maintenance issues with the vehicle.
And last, but by no means least, I believe that the interface between the
Tyres can either be registered by the dealer at the time of purchase or

consumer/dealer/media is not what it should be, something we at TyreLife

consumers can self-register on the Cooper website www.coopertyres.co.za

Solutions are hoping to change.

Fo c u s o n Wa s t e Ty r e s – Pa r t Tw o
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STOCKPILES MOUNT IN FACE
OF NO OFFICIAL WASTE PLAN

REDISA
JUDGEMENT
IN
Following on from our story in September the ongoing saga of waste tyre management
and disposal continues amidst growing speculation and controversy. On September 15 the
Judge ruled in favour of the final liquidation of Redisa and its management company Kusaga
Taka Consulting. Whilst the minister, Edna Molewa, has called on the public and the media
to avoid speculation and to allow for the ongoing investigation to run its course, Redisa’s
assets together with scrap tyre collections and disposal duties have been assigned to the
Waste Management Bureau. With access to funds still being paid into national treasury by
industry every month but no set Waste Tyre Management Plan from which to operate, WMB
was tasked with the unenviable duty of carrying out Redisa’s duties until such time as a more
permanent solution could be found.

What led to Redisa’s demise?

interest in that executive directors of Redisa were also shareholders in the

Based on a comprehensive and incriminating report submitted by ISOLVEIT,

management company, Kusaga Taka Consulting (KTC). More alarming still,

Redisa was found to be in contravention on a number of fronts, not least of

executive and non-executive directors were being excessively paid, with non-

all its apparent inability to deliver on the job creation that was promised. The

executive directors of Redisa being paid R1 297 000 over and above services

Department, having received complaints from multiple stakeholders regarding

rendered for acceptance of Directorship.

Redisa’s implementation of the Plan, instituted a national compliance and
enforcement campaign which resulted in 21 pre-compliance notices being

Redisa allegedly also made payments of R100 000 from February 2015 to

issued against the Redisa depots. The report further highlighted a conflict of

February 2017 – totaling R3.1m – to Isivuno Consulting, in particular, Isivuno’s

14
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registered directors, Enoch and Thandiwe Godongwana. According to another
forensic report, faced with the inevitable demise of Redisa, its executives
appear to have hit on a plan to pay off the prominent politicians as a way to

❝
In a 101-page judgment, Judge Henney stated

extend its life. The invoices provided to the accountants in support of these
payments show Isivuno facilitated Redisa’s relationship with government and
explored new waste streams.

that there had been ‘an unlawful misappropriation
of public funds’ by the Redisa directors

❞

The forensic accountants assigned to this matter recommended that these
payments be investigated by the Hawks after they were unable to reach
Gondongwana for comment, to see if they breached anti-corruption laws as
they might have amounted to inducements.
And it is further alleged that damning payment of more than R30m were also
made to Pule Mabe (former ANC Youth League treasurer, now owner of KG
Media publishing company), just as national treasury was preparing to move
collections of the tyre levy from Redisa to SARS. Mabe, who is also a former
Kusaga Taka employee, maintains he did nothing wrong.
However, in a 101-page judgment, Judge Henney stated that there had been
‘an unlawful misappropriation of public funds’ by the Redisa directors Hermann
Erdmann, Stacey-Inger Davidson and Charline Kirk through Kusaga Taka to
Avranet and Nine Years Investments as well as by Kirk and Kusaga Taka chief
executive Chris Crozier through Nine Years Investments, which the judgment
ruled unlawful and in direct contravention of the Companies Act.
To name but a few infractions outlined in the Report: the information and
documentation provided by Redisa in response was incomplete, not relevant
and did not address all the queries that were raised. This despite repeated
requests to Redisa. Also according to the Report, Redisa was not ready nor
willing to comply with the new aspects of the legislation, regulations, pricing
strategy and new directives pertaining to the payment of the levy to SARS.
The final liquidation orders were granted following an urgent High Court
Application by environmental affairs minister Edna Molewa for Redisa to be
placed in liquidation because of alleged misappropriation and irregular use by
Redisa of levy contributions obtained from the environmental levy of R2.30
plus VAT a kilogram on tyres.
When Molewa lodged the application close on R2 billion had been collected by
Redisa from the tyre industry.
Attorneys for Redisa have confirmed they will be appealing the entire court
order.
Meanwhile, on October 30, Edna Molewa issued yet another Section 28
Notice requiring the tyre industry to prepare and submit an industry waste

Fo c u s o n Wa s t e Ty r e s – Pa r t Tw o
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tyre management plan to the Minister for approval, although questions are
being asked as to why the notice was seemingly addressed only to the tyre
producers instead of the industry at large. On closer reflection it would appear
the wording may have been confusing as the Notice later states that the call
for an alternative plan is going out to ‘any category of persons or industry’. This
essentially means that members of the South African tyre industry now have 30
days in which to submit an alternative plan for consideration.
The reasons for issuing yet another Section 28 notice are unclear, given that the
first Section 28 notice went out on March 31. To the best of our knowledge the
SATRUCO plan which was explained in some detail in our September edition
remains the only submission but whether alternative plans will be submitted
within the given time period, only time will tell.
State of current collections
A snap survey conducted by SA TREADS revealed that while the metropolitan
areas were being serviced, some of the outlying areas were not.
“We continue to pay the monthly levy to SARS as legislated, but no collections

❝
We continue to pay the monthly levy to
SARS as legislated, but no collections are

are currently taking place,” claimed Richards-Bay dealer, Fred Millingham. “The

currently taking place.

situation has got so bad that the local municipality is suing us for contributing

❞

towards the growing dump of tyres on the empty servitude next to us, which
incidentally, is also being used by other tyre dealers in the area to dispose of
their scraps.”
Hoedspruit-based Jaco van der Merwe whose scrap tyres have not been
collected since September 28 is experiencing similar frustrations, while
Bloemfontein based Armand Patricio claimed that while collections are taking
place by the same parties originally contracted to Redisa, Patricio is becoming
aware that these scraps are being resold and even re-grooved in nearby
townships.
“This is very worrying,” said Patricio. “Worn tyres are dangerous and are not
meant for re-use. Unfortunately, sometimes we simply don’t have the time or
resources to mutilate our scraps which is contributing to the problem.”
Etienne Thomas of Thomas Tyres further claimed that WMB has not renewed
contracts for collecting any scraps for their 35 respective outlets. “We are now
being compelled to transport the waste tyres to the depots with the drivers
having to wait in hour-long queues to dispose of them, due to the overflow
which is creating huge backlogs.”
Pieter Kruger, chairman of TIASA (Tyre Importers Association of SA) said: “We
are eagerly awaiting a new plan to be accepted and for that plan to get up and
running. Currently our dealers phone the WMB at which time they apparently
collect.

Fred Millingham
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“We accept and respect that we do need to recycle and our members are fully
in support of this. That said, we will only support a legitimate programme, one
that allows for transparency,” he added.

❝
We are pleased to see that corruption has
come to an end and fully support the Minister
with her action in liquidating Redisa.

❞

“We are pleased to see that corruption has come to an end and fully support
the Minister with her action in liquidating Redisa.”
Stock piles mounting
Servicing issues aside, a reliable source has pointed out that the situation is far

TIASA

more serious than may first appear.
Whilst collections are taking place – albeit sporadically and not throughout the
country – the scrap tyres collected are ending up in over-flowing depots in the
absence of a viable recycling solution. Depots are bursting at the seams and in
some cases, local authority action is being threatened. Other depots around the
country are said to be seeking legal intervention.
What is more, it is estimated that some 400mt of passenger and truck scrap
tyres are being collected and disposed of in various illegal ways due to active
crumbing and pyrolosis recycling options being under threat and under-utilised
due to lack of delivery of feedstock or incorrect feedstock deliveries.
And that’s not all. Transporters are not being paid on time, if at all. Currently
underway is a move towards national workers and civil action by drivers and
their staff who in some cases, have not been paid for weeks.
Waste Depots under threat
More alarming still, some waste depots are refusing to accept any more waste
tyres, given the over-capacity and that they are fast running out of money and
are therefore unable to meet employee payments.
We were able to unearth correspondence sent from WMB to all the waste
depots dated 9 November, instructing them to sign a new contract and submit
within the next 24 hours. Although the majority of waste depot owners and
personnel were reluctant to feature or be named in fear of reprisals, they
allege that it was communicated to them that failure to do so would result in
them losing their current contracts. Previously under the Redisa regime, waste
depots were paid upfront for their services but the sudden and unexpected
demise of Redisa has landed them in unchartered waters with the new contract
stipulating that payments to them would only be made two weeks after month
end going forward.
“We understand that the contract provides for the payment of our invoices 30
days after the date of invoice, but previously the invoices were settled within
the month to allow us to pay for our expenses by month end. As things stand,

BREAK NEW GROUND

III

Available at:

bridgestone.co.za
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we will not have the funds to pay our salaries by month end,” explained owner
of a Western Cape depot.
According to her, an urgent request was made to WMB for the contract to
be amended accordingly, but her pleas for assistance went unanswered, even
when escalated.

❝
If the WMB has been granted the money
to run this industry for the time being, then
why is this money not being made available to

Another waste depot we spoke with in KZN confirmed that they too had been

the workers?

‘pressured’ into signing the new contract with WMB in a short space of time

❞

and that they were informed that payment to them would only be made within

KZN Depot

30 days of invoices. They said they expressed their concerns to WMB and
also sent several communications to requesting assistance after being forced
to take on stock that exceeded their approved layout (thus making them noncompliant), but to no avail.
The owner claimed there are no funds to pay creditors and that he was forced
to borrow money from a loan shark to cover November salaries.
SA TREADS also received a heartfelt letter from a second KNZ depot, written
by the depot’s staff, bemoaning their fate and expressing serious concern over
the situation. Their immediate dilemma, it would seem, is finding ways to feed
their families until 15 December when their next payment is due. “We need
answers,” the letter said. “If the WMB has been granted the money to run this
industry for the time being, then why is this money not being made available
to the workers?”
In response, Albie Modise Chief Director: Communications for Department of
Environmetal Affairs had this to say: “It is important to note that the relationship
between the Waste Bureau and the depots upon which contracts have
been signed, is not an employee/employer relationship. Depots are service
providers to the Waste Bureau. It is also important to note that the Waste

November, the Waste Bureau has in fact promised to make payment

Bureau only took over the services starting in October 2017, thus the payment

within 15 days instead of the 30 days in order to expedite payment.”

to depot only started in October and has not changed as implied in your story.
The situation is dire and it is evident from our investigations that every waste
“The Waste Bureau as a government entity is governed by the Public

depot in the country is similarly impacted. A number of depots have even

Finance Management Act (Act 1 of 1999). Therefore, any transactions

received communication from WMB that were they to close their businesses

regarding the payment of goods and services must comply and adhere

due to their inability to meet their payments, they would be in breach of their

to strict rules and regulations duly prescribed in terms of Treasury

contracts.

Regulations of March 2005 updated in January 2017 and section 38 (1) (f)
of the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA). These regulations state

It is clear that the current status quo cannot continue for much longer. The

that ‘unless determined otherwise in a contract or other agreement, all

industry in conjunction with the DEA, need to come up a viable solution and

payments due to creditors must be settled within 30 days from receipt

fast, bearing in mind that the growing number of tyres stockpiling around the

of an invoice or, in the case of civil claims, from the date of settlement

country is going to prove a major challenge for the next plan to resolve.

or court judgment’. The Waste Bureau has thus signed a contract with
the depots that indicates that payment will be made within 30 days of

We will continue to report on this controversial issue in SA TREADS

the submission of an invoice in line with the PFMA. Form the month of

magazine and via our online portal www.satreads.com

Driving fleet efficiency
365 days a year.

Introducing FleetFirst.
A comprehensive range
of fleet-efficiency services.
Helping you to focus
on the road ahead.
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TYREXPO AFRICA 2018 NOW ON ITS 7TH EDITION!

Tyrexpo Africa, Africa’s only dedicated
tyre platform that brings together a
comprehensive community of key players
and thought leaders representing the tyre
community, will be held from 10 to 12 April
2018 at Gallagher Convention Centre Hall 2.

Over the years, Tyrexpo has evolved beyond just a trade show. We have become
the region’s premier platform for the entire tyre ecosystem in Africa serving the
business needs of an all-encompassing spectrum of related industry. Beyond
traditional trade show components that form a conventional confex model,
Tyrexpo Africa is well-positioned as knowledge sharing platform where industry
players converge into a single platform to discuss key challenges, opportunities

The 7th edition of Tyrexpo Africa is poised to become Africa’s only end-to-

and outlook pertinent to the industry in the TyreTalk. Tyrexpo Africa is also a

end tyre event that will play host to over 3,000 stakeholders within the tyre

platform to launch and showcase the latest technology in the tyre trade through

ecosystem in Africa and the surrounding regions – from policy makers to

Tyrexpo Technical Workshop where visitors could experience first-hand.

private sector groups like tyre manufacturers, OEMs, distributors, dealers,
retailers, fleet operators, and garage owners.

Ms Anu Ghosh, Business Development Director of SingEx Exhibition Ventures
commented, “Given the importance of this industry in contributing to the

The global tyre market continues to boom over the next decade. Coupled

economic growth of South Africa and its current state of play, we see great

with the growing domestic demand of tyre market in the African continent

opportunities to collaborate with the many associations and industry players

and combined efforts of local policy makers promoting South Africa as an

within the sector. We are working closely with our partners to transform the

innovative manufacturing base for automotive products, including tyres, the

event into an Enabling Platform for the Industry, allow the communities to

need for an all-encompassing platform to serve the needs of the tyre industry,

converge towards a common direction.”

has never been more crucial.
The inaugural edition of GarageXpo Africa, held alongside Tyrexpo Africa unifies
Organised by SingEx Exhibitions, Tyrexpo Africa has since evolved beyond

the rapidly developing automotive aftermarket communities in Africa and the

a trade exhibition. It now serves as the region’s converging platform for

surrounding regions. Driven by the demand of the market, the event will serve

knowledge sharing, innovation and technology showcase as well as business

as a specially curated platform to strengthen the exchange of latest trends and

networking within the communities in the entire tyre ecosystem. The three-day

expertise as well as showcasing innovative solutions within the communities.

event will feature three distinguishing focal areas - the trade exhibition, Tyrexpo
Technical Workshop, and the TyreTalk.

Tyrexpo Africa will also be co-located with RubberTech Africa, the world’s
leading international exhibition on rubber technology. RubberTech Africa will

While the trade exhibition provides the opportunity to connect with over

serve as a platform for key stakeholders of the global rubber industry and those

100 leading brands in tyre, tyre equipment & tools, testing & diagnostic, tyre

of the African rubber market to engage in meaningful exchange.

production, storage and sustainability, visitors can look forward to a first-hand
experience interacting with the latest technologies in the tyre trade at the

With all three-events under one roof, you can expect action-packed event that

Tyrexpo Technical Workshop.

gathers tyre, automotive repair & maintenance, and rubber communities.

The TyreTalk is set to facilitate discussions between industry players and

Contact Leah at leah.jurado@singex.com or +65 6403 2176 to find out how

thought leaders on key challenges, opportunities and outlook pertinent to the

you can be part of this exciting event. Alternatively, visit www.tyrexpoafrica.com

continuously growing tyre market in Africa.

or www.garagexpoafrica.com

Your One Stop Show
For Tyres, Automotive Repair &
Maintenance, and Tyre Accessories
10–12 April 2018 | Gallagher Convention Centre, Hall 2
Your Johannesburg,
One Stop
Show
South Africa

For Tyres, Automotive Repair &

Anchor your brand at Tyrexpo Africa, the only dedicated
Maintenance, and Tyre Accessories
tyre trade show at Africa. Engage and network with over
3,000 industry players at this preferred meeting point for
Your
One Stop Show
the
tyre comunity.

For Automotive Repair & Maintenance

Your One Stop Show
For Tyres, Automotive Repair &
Maintenance, and Tyre Accessories
Your One Stop Show
For Automotive Repair & Maintenance

Your One Stop Show
For Automotive Repair & Maintenance

Your One Stop Show
For Automotive Repair & Maintenance
For exhibition and sponsorship
enquiries, contact Leah at
leah.jurado@singex.com or +65 6403 2176

Organiser

Co-Located Events

www.tyrexpoafrica.com

100%
AWESOME
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THAT’S

HOW WE

ROL L

The true value for money tyre.
• 100% Performance driven
• 100% Dependable
• 100% Satisfaction
• 100% Reassurance
1
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STR8-Lign wheel alignment system
clinches bronze at Automechanika
STR8-Lign, the only South African innovation to
be recognized by way of the Bronze Award at the
recent Automechanika show held in Johannesburg
in September, promises to revolutionise the market.
Developed by Durban-based Qwerty Tyre Solutions,
this locally designed and manufactured portable
wheel alignment system was rated highly by the
judges for the promise it showed in delivering costeffective benefits for both workshop and in-the-field
applications.
Wheel alignment is proven to be a critical element
in vehicle safety which is why it should be part of
a vehicle’s maintenance cycle. Not only will correct
alignment contribute to driver enjoyment, it will
reduce driver fatigue on long journeys, increase
the lifespan of your tyres, reduce fuel consumption
thereby reducing your carbon footprint.
According to Deon de Villiers, Marketing Director,
the laser-based system which took two years to
reach manufacturing stage, has been undergoing
tests with vehicle manufacturers, wheel alignment
specialists and industry bodies, among them Toyota
Gazoo Racing, Thomas Tyres, SupaQuick and TuneTech BMW, since April.
Qwerty Tyre Solutions was challenged by leaders in
the passenger tyre industry to design and develop
a more cost-effective wheel alignment solution to
assist with travel safety programmes in impoverished
areas. The mandate was to create a solution that
would allow wheel alignment services to be more
affordable and readily available in any and all areas.
The developers claim that fitting directly to the hub through the correctly

automotive professionals an exciting new and mobile alternative, better than

torqued wheel nuts makes the Str8-Lign alignment accuracy second to none.

string and more affordable than the full 3D systems.

Furthermore, the system allows quick and accurate measuring, rectifying and
reporting of the five major and most common scenarios required for healthy
wheel management, namely: Toe, Camber, Caster, Thrust Angle and Clear
Vision settings.

“It is common knowledge that effective wheel management reduces wear and
tear thereby increasing tyre life by up to 10 percent, if not more,” says de
Villiers. “At Qwerty Tyre Solutions we envisage a world of best practice, reduced
emissions and cost saving. What is more, we give all motor vehicle owners the

Moreover, the reduced cost of ownership, simplicity of use and non-reliance on

chance to better manage their tyres and increase their lifespan without financial

a dedicated operator essentially means that investment in the Str8-Lign system

implications or loss of valuable time.

is realised faster than that of traditional forms of wheel alignment equipment.
Using high-tech lasers and simple battery operation allows Str8-Lign to provide

“We are proud and humbled to receive this Award which is not only a massive
accolade but for the South African motor vehicle industry in general,” he said.
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NEW BF GOODRICH TYRE
RELEASE TO COINCIDE WITH
DAKAR’S 40TH ANNIVERSARY
To celebrate the Dakar’s 40th anniversary edition BF Goodrich has

combine enhanced grip

allegedly pushed out the boundaries once again to provide all its partners

with improved steering

with a competition tyre that is capable of coping with all the potentially

response and traction,

possible conditions, irrespective of the type of (two and four-wheel drive)

especially

and the driving style. The BF Goodrich All Terrain T/A KDR2+ incorporates

ground, with no detriment

the latest technologies developed by the American off-road specialist

to overall performance.

with a view to delivering even greater versatility and resistance than its

At the same time, it is said

predecessor, which until now, was regarded as the sport’s benchmark.

to carry over the very best

on

muddy

qualities of its predecessor to
The company attributes the tributes of its new tyre to a combination of

guarantee optimal efficiency when

factors namely, data gathered on previous Dakars and other cross-country

running on hard-packed or sandy terrain,

rally events as well as its close collaboration with its partners.

climbing dunes or driving on aggressive, rocky trails in searing heat. Suited
to vehicles with either two or four-wheel drive

“In the minds of drivers, the best tyre is one that enables them to showcase

transmission, the latest improvements provide added protection against

their ability,” says Matt Hanlon, the engineer in charge of the new tyre’s

punctures, which is another fundamental factor that can sometimes

development. “To do this it must be capable of responding perfectly to

influence performance on the Dakar.

input via the steering wheel, as well as to contributing to the optimization of
their vehicle’s suspension and as a result, its road holding. It also needs to

It also comes with a completely redesigned tread pattern sporting wider

perform consistently across a wide range of weather conditions and over a

grooves, notably along the shoulders for improved performance in mud

broad spectrum of surface types in order to leave competitors to focus on

and on soft ground.

driving as fast as they can.”
And as an added bonus, the tyre’s new construction enables it to deliver
Allegedly, the BF Goodrich All Terrain T/A KDR2+ was engineered to

enhanced stability.

DESIGNED FOR NATIONAL & REGIONAL OPERATIONS

NEW

MICHELIN X® MULTI™ tyres
MORE MILEAGE TO REPLACE YOUR OPERATING COSTS
VERSATILITY & MOBILITY TO DELIVER ON TIME
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
SAFETY FOR YOUR DRIVERS, YOUR LOADING AND OTHER
ROAD USERS IN ALL CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

ZAR

Km

CO2
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WHEEL SERVICE EQUIPMENT



Firestone takes the party to
the Telkom 94.7 Cycle Challenge
The brand, which is part of Bridgestone South Africa, set up its Firestone

 

Karaoke Kombis (#FirestoneKK) at the event and invited cyclists and

   

    
      

spectators to sing their favourite songs.
This was the second large activation for Firestone’s unique #FirestoneKK

      
      
 

activation, which sees two converted VW Kombis – one new and one old –
travel the country as mobile karaoke studios.

     
     
    

At each event, the Kombis transform into karaoke studios where all aspiring
singers can select their songs from a database of over 30 000 songs for
either the old school 1972 VW Brasília Kombi or the new school 2017 VW


  
   



Kombi. They then enter the respective old or new school kombi, grab their




mikes and sing to their heart’s content.
Behind the scenes, technicians stream each performance to outside
screens and speakers, mix and record the performance, upload it to


Participants not only receive the evidence via a video link but their bravery
and skills are also rewarded with Firestone memorabilia such as sunglasses,
woven hats, bags, keyrings and a host of other memorabilia. The performers

 

This allows the singer to instantly share his or her performance.



YouTube and then send the participant a URL-notification via WhatsApp.

who showed the most spirit or received the loudest applause received even
 
 
 

larger Firestone prizes.
“Music is universal and so we have found the Firestone Karaoke Kombis to


     
   
 

be a welcome addition to any type of event. From its maiden event at the
DStv Delicious Festival to our own corporate wellness day and soon the
Cape Town Festival of Beer, the #FirestoneKK activation has proven to be
very popular indeed,” says Patrick Leslie, the Brand and Channel Manager
at Bridgestone South Africa.
While it is Firestone’s first #FirestoneKK event at the Telkom 947 Cycle
Challenge, its parent company Bridgestone is no stranger to cycling
competitions. The company is the headline sponsor of the annual
Bridgestone Route 66 MTB Race that takes place in the Cradle of










 

   




For more information on the campaign and videos of some of the singers in
action, visit firestonejourneys.com/firestone-music-kombi/.
LEVEL

4

 


    

www.johnbean.co.za



Humankind.
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Goodyear Wrangler All-Terrain
Adventure wins “Tyre of the Year 2017”
Spanish magazine ‘Neumáticos y Mecánica Rápida’ magazine has named the

resistance against punctures and cuts in the sidewall area.

Goodyear Wrangler All-Terrain Adventure as the best 4x4/SUV tyre of 2017
“Receiving an award in the fastest growing segment is an honor”, said Mike
November 2017 - The Goodyear Wrangler All-Terrain Adventure has received

Rytokoski, Chief Marketing Officer at Goodyear Europe. “Goodyear Wrangler

the prestigious ‘Tyre of the Year’ award from renowned Spanish magazine

has an exciting heritage in making the best off-road tyres. Winning ‘Tyre of the

‘Neumáticos y Mecánica Rápida’. With this award, the tyre continues to carry

year 2017’ illustrates our technical leadership in this important segment.

the legacy of the award-winning Wrangler family.
With this win, the Goodyear Wrangler All-Terrain Adventure sets a new
During this 18th edition of the ‘Neumáticos y Mecánica Rápida’ awards,

benchmark in the 4x4 / SUV category, after the Goodyear EfficientGrip

different tyre manufacturers competed in the following five categories: touring

SUV received the same award in 2012. However, this has not been the only

car, industrial vehicle, motorcycle, 4x4/SUV and agricultural. After a fierce

accolade awarded to Goodyear by ‘Neumáticos y Mecánica Rápida’ magazine.

competition, the winners were selected by a jury of automotive journalists,
workshop managers and also by popular vote.

Last year, the Eagle F1 Asymmetric 3 took home an award in the touring car
category. Equally impressive, its predecessors, the Eagle F1 Asymmetric 2,

This award acknowledges Goodyear’s pursuit of excellence, commitment to

won an award in 2012 and the Eagle F1 Asymmetric won an award in 2008.

continuous innovation and improvement, and endorses its high standards

In addition, the EfficientGrip Performance was also chosen by ‘Neumáticos

of quality within the SUV and off-road segment. The choice of the jury

y Mecánica Rápida’ magazine as ‘Tyre of the Year 2014’ in the touring car

confirms the Wrangler All-Terrain Adventure’s optimal performance in any

category and, back in 2015, the FuelMax was awarded a prize in the industrial

situation, both on and off road. Additionally, the tyre is praised for offering

vehicle category, proving Goodyear to be a leader in both the touring car and

excellent grip and traction, low external noise, excellent mileage and a high

truck segments.

Treadzone offers tried and
tested high quality products
across all segments for the
Southern African tyre market.

treadzone

Tel: +27 (0) 21 905 1111 • Fax: 086 443 2916 • www.treadzone.co.za
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NEW FROM TIGER WHEEL & TYRE
– Journey Organiser GPS Logbook Automates
and Expedites Tax & Business Travel Claims
Are your tired of the hassle of

More good news is that JO

keeping a logbook for business-

doesn’t take your car’s cigarette

related travel? Do inaccurate

lighter socket out of play for

logs mean that your company

use by other devices. Instead, it

or clients are not reimbursing

doubles as a high-current USB

you for the full amount you’re

port, so you can plug other

owed, or that you can’t claim the

USB devices into it and charge

proper tax deduction for all your

them while using the JO. It also

business travel? It’s time you

has its own built-in GPS engine
and

got the Journey Organiser GPS
logbook from Tiger Wheel & Tyre.

low-energy

Bluetooth

communications, which means you don’t need to enable location services
for the app and battery-drain of your mobile device is minimised.

Journey Organiser (JO) makes light work of tracking business-related travel.
Simply download the JO app onto your Android or iOS smartphone, plug

Probably the greatest feature of JO is the ability to generate your business

the JO into your vehicle’s cigarette lighter socket and pair it with your phone

travel reports instantly from your smartphone, without having to download

via Bluetooth to begin automatically logging your travel and time data so

them to a PC, and submit them to your employer or client right away for

you can generate reports for your tax and business-related travel claims.

faster reimbursement of business-related travel. Also, because your travel
data is stored in cloud servers, there’s no danger of losing the data. So

Of course not all travel is business related, so to distinguish between

come tax return time, all the info is right where you need it.

business and leisure trips, just push the JO button on the top of the device
to flag your current trip as one for business. If you forget to do this, it’s easy

To learn more about this nifty device, go to the website www.twt.to or check

to recategorise the trip from your smartphone app.

it out at your nearest Tiger Wheel & Tyre store.

Pretoria Residents Vote Tiger Wheel & Tyre the
‘Best Tyre Fitment Centre’ for the 13th Consecutive Year
In a world of uncertainty, the people of Pretoria are absolutely certain of
one thing - that Tiger Wheel & Tyre is the ‘Best Tyre Fitment Centre’. For the
13th consecutive year, Pretoria News readers have voted the brand tops
in the newspaper’s ‘Readers’ Choice Best of the Best in Pretoria’ awards.
The awards recognise winners in numerous different categories and the
results are determined by the number of votes received from residents
of the Jacaranda City. A win is therefore a powerful endorsement of a
company by the very people it serves.
“We couldn’t be any prouder. Thank you to each and every one of our

To learn more about Tiger Wheel & Tyre, its products, services, and what

Pretoria customers for endorsing Tiger Wheel & Tyre, and recognising

makes it the most award-winning brand in its industry visit the website www.

the effort our employees put into making your experience with us a

twt.to. You can also shop online, and online shoppers have the exclusive

great one. It is our pleasure and privilege to serve you, and we’ll work

ability to “Book A Bay” online, to have their newly purchased products

even harder to continue delivering the service you expect from us, and

fitted and services performed at the time and store of their choosing.

to (hopefully) win your votes again next year,” said Group Marketing

What’s more is that right now, all fitment services purchased online are

Executive, Joe du Plooy.

subject to a huge, 40% launch discount.
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Goodyear South Africa welcomes new MD
Jean-Jacques Wiroth, Managing Director of Goodyear

and I believe he will be a key member in accelerating

South Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa, has decided that

the implementation of our local, regional and global

this is the right time to venture into his next opportunity.

strategic goals and take the Company even further,”

Wiroth, who first arrived in the South Africa and Sub-

said Wiroth.

Saharan Africa operations on assignment eight and half
years ago, will be embarking on a new assignment at

Jean-Jacques Wiroth will continue in his role until the

Goodyear in Europe.

end of October 2017, facilitating the transition and
onboarding process of Darren Hayes-Powell, who

In his term in the South Africa and Sub-Saharan

will be commencing his duties in South Africa in

operations, Wiroth has been instrumental in driving

November.

positive growth in the Company. He was responsible
for securing, overseeing and implementing the largest

Darren Hayes-Powell joined Goodyear in 2008

investment the Uitenhage plant has received to date.

and is currently the Vice President Finance Global
Operations. He started his career at Goodyear as the Finance Director

“I am confident that this is the right time for me to exit the Goodyear

of UK before moving to Asia, first in support of the new factory build in

South Africa operations as it is well equipped with the necessary tools to

China then as the Vice President of Finance for Asia. His most recent

continue as a key player in the market. My successor, Darren Hayes-Powell,

role has been to lead the construction of Goodyear’s new manufacturing

brings a wealth of experience to the region. He has served in key roles

facility in Mexico whilst having dual responsibilities leading the Finance

of increasing responsibility at the country, regional and corporate levels

function for Global Goodyear Operations and Technology.

Continental one of SA’s top companies to work for
Continental Tyre South Africa will become the employer of choice for many

According to the company’s general manager for human relations, Attie

of this year’s matriculants and graduates after being named one of SA’s

Higgs, continuous learning and development have become a sustainable

leading companies to work for by an international research institute.

advantage when driving a high-performance manufacturer like Continental.

Last month, the Netherlands-based Top Employers Institute certified

“Our culture of commitment and accountability extends from top leadership

Continental as a Top Employer in South Africa for 2018, marking it as one

to the factory floor, and is nurtured through development programmes that

which creates an optimal working environment for its employees.

are linked to our business strategy,” said Higgs, adding that career paths

The annual review recognises companies on every continent that provide

could include leadership development or the pursuit of a specialist career.

excellent employee conditions, nurture and develop talent throughout all levels

He said the company’s talent management process gave employees and

of the organisation, and strive to continuously optimise employment practices.

managers the opportunity to explore the employee’s career path, find

For Continental, which celebrated its 70th year in South Africa this year, the
kudos is a fitting acknowledgement of its role in the country’s development.
“Since 1947, we have shared in our nation’s rich history and our employees
are representative of the vibrant and colourful community in which we
operate,” said CTSA managing director Shaun Uys.
“Receiving the Top Employer certification simply reconfirms our
commitment to our employees and to creating opportunities for them to
develop, grow and prosper within our organisation.”

any development gaps and identify opportunities that would enrich the
employee’s personal development, while making a valuable contribution
to the business.
“Development programmes are promoted via a variety of communication
platforms, and employees are able to access information offered both
locally and through the corporate head office,” said Higgs.
“High-performing employees are often nominated for various corporate
development programmes, which give these individuals access to a
global network of colleagues and create visibility for their talents to senior

The Port Elizabeth-based manufacturing facility is the only Continental tyre

executives who can accelerate promotional opportunities, not limited to

plant in Africa, and employs around 1500 people in South Africa and the

South Africa.”

Sub-Saharan Africa region.
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Michelin to double Chennai
plant capacity by 2018
French tyre major Michelin has inaugurated a new state of the art

performance

production line for the MICHELIN X® Guard™ range of tyres in

tyre range is expected to

its Chennai plant. The new production line will help double the

enable Ashok Leyland to pass

current capacity of the plant by 2018.

benefits of fuel efficiency and

While inaugurating the new production line, Jean-Dominique

of

this

optimized payload to their customers.

Senard, Chief Executive Officer of Michelin Group said: “India is

Speaking on the occasion, Vinod K. Dasari, CEO

a priority market for us and growing demand for our products in

and Managing Director, Ashok Leyland said: “MICHELIN X®

the country reaffirms our commitment to keep innovating for our

Guard™ radial tyres provide us tremendous fuel efficiency, helping

customers here. In a very short time, our Chennai plant has evolved

us offer a differentiated product in this segment. It is heartening

to become one of our most advanced manufacturing facilities

to see the new tyre developed using Michelin’s world class

globally.”

innovations right here in India.”

The expansion is in line with increase in demand from both the

Technologies of MICHELIN X® GUARD™ range

replacement market and original equipment manufacturers in the

The MICHELIN X® GUARD™ range takes advantage of the latest

country,

developments in 3D printing, which is used to produce the tyre

The MICHELIN X® Guard™ range of radial truck and bus tyres,
offering up to 10% fuel savings*, is exclusively designed, engineered
and made for India.

moulds. As a result, Regenion™ technology is integrated which
regenerates new grooves as the tyre wears, ensuring it retains
grip right until the very last mile. The performance of this tyre also
benefits from another technology - InfiniCoil™, a several hundred-

Michelin has also announced that it has signed a commercial

meter-long thin wire wrapped round the tyre structure giving it

agreement with Ashok Leyland to supply MICHELIN X® Guard™

added robustness without extra weight, while delivering up to 10%*

range of radial truck tyres for its Captain 3718 PLUS long and

fuel savings.

medium distance commercial vehicles. The industry defining

www.satreads.com

Apollo Tyres and Rubber Research Institute
of India gets patent for special grade ENR
This special grade ENR will replace the synthetic and expensive S-SBR
The continuous efforts of Team Apollo Tyres and the Rubber Research
Institute of India (RRI) resulted in the invention of a special grade of
Epoxide Natural Rubber (ENR), a rubber compound for tyres, which was
patented by Govt of India vide patent no. 287630.
The R&D Team at Apollo Tyres, led by Dr Arup Kr Chandra, along
with RRI, has developed this special grade of Epoxide Natural Rubber.
This ENR is not only capable of substituting the expensive Solutionpolymerised Styrene Butadiene Rubber (S-SBR), widely used for
high performance car tyres, including winter tyres, it also provides a
sustainable solution to the company’s future high performance tyres.

Ltd said, “As a company, Apollo Tyres has always been proactive in its
approach towards technology, sustainability and other environmental
issues. This innovation is a result of our commitment to replace
synthetic materials with green and more environment friendly naturally
occurring materials. I would like to congratulate the entire team involved
in this, including the scientists from Rubber Research Institute of India,
for this invention.”
The increased focus on R&D, which is one of the two pillars of growth
for Apollo Tyres, along with the need to develop environment friendly
raw materials, led to the company collaborating with Rubber Research
Institute of India, to develop such a special grade material. As of now,
Indian tyre manufacturers rely on the imported S-SBR, which is not only

Lauding the efforts of Dr Chandra, and the team involved in this

expensive, but also not environment friendly, for their high performance

innovation, Daniele Lorenzetti, Chief Technology Officer, Apollo Tyres

car tyres.

www.satreads.com
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Smithers Rapra anticipates robust growth in
global wheel market of 8.7% per year to 2022
The wheel industry continues to evolve and has for many years; the

however, value growth in all regions

main story had been the substitution of aluminium for steel in many

through 2022 is expected to accelerate from

applications.

the 2012–17 pace. This is supported by generally growing or recovering

This continues to be the case, but in recent years lighter materials have
been gaining, though limited to certain niches on account of cost and

regional economies, and steady increases in raw material input prices
(primarily steel and aluminium).

other factors. Smithers Rapra’s latest report, The Future of Passenger,

Compared to the tire market, wheels has a much more fragmented and

Commercial and Speciality Vehicle Wheels to 2022 [https://www.

balanced industry structure. Manufacturers are somewhat segmented

smithersrapra.com/market-reports/tire-industry-market-reports/

according to materials used and enduse segment served. A few larger

speciality-vehicle-wheels-to-2022] estimated the global wheel market at

companies are broadly active, but many specialise in one or two materials or

$81.7 billion in 2017, up from $64 billion in 2012 and anticipates a robust

end uses. The fast-emerging carbon fibre segment is an exception, and is so

growth of 8.7% per year through to 2022, when the market will approach

different that the companies are for now entirely separate and specialised.

$124 billion.

The companies producing passenger, commercial and speciality wheels

One of these new materials, carbon fibre, has been growing rapidly in
value terms, and will continue to do so. Magnesium, though not new,
will also find increased favour in some niches, although also limited
by cost. Even in currency terms, aluminium will continue to dominate,
remaining well above 60% of the market. Steel’s decline will continue,
and it is expected to be overtaken by carbon fibre, which is seen growing
at nearly 30% per year.
The highly diverse global wheel industry as defined in this report is very
broad and touches on almost every area of economic activity where
ground transportation of people and goods is a factor. The market is
mainly accounted for by the light vehicle segment, which consists of cars
and light trucks mainly for passenger but also some commercial use.
Throughout the historical and forecast period, its share is around 72%.

are very diverse in terms of the mix of end uses, materials and regions
served. Most companies are small, privately owned, and specialised, but
several are large public companies operating in two or more end uses,
and typically all regions. Even many of the smaller companies are global
in reach. But very few are active across all the wheel types. Some of these
have been growing by acquisition, a trend which should continue. Already,
Superior Industries has acquired Uniwheels (March 2017). Earlier, Maxion
acquired Hayes Lemmerz (2012) and Fumagalli (2009).
‘The Future of Passenger, Commercial and Speciality Vehicle Wheels to
2022’

[https://www.smithersrapra.com/market-reports/tire-industry-

market-reports/speciality-vehicle-wheels-to-2022] takes a global view, in
light of the diverse and interconnected supply chains that characterise
the vehicle and wheel industries in every region. Perspectives from all
lifecycle participants are taken into account, from raw material suppliers,

From the regional perspective, the distribution of the global market for

to OEs, manufacturers, distributors and marketers, motorists and fleet

wheels resembles trends that of vehicle production (and also OE tire

managers, and government.
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demand) to some extent. Asia-Pacific is by far the dominant market;

THE NEW VW POLO CONTINUES ITS SUCCESS – WITH FALKEN TIRES
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA – Sumitomo Rubber Industries, Ltd.

sporting ride through to tires for drivers whose priorities are

(SRI)(CEO: IkujiIkeda) is pleased to announce that FALKEN has

energy efficiency and mileage, we will deliver tires to suit every

been selected as an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) for

application,” comments Christian Stolting, Key Account Manager

the sixth-generation Volkswagen Polo.

OE at Falken Tyre Europe GmbH. “We offer an extensive portfolio

Available October 2017, the brand will supply its premium tire

of tires that regularly convince independent testing organizations
as well as being praised by drivers themselves and we are naturally

models AZENIS FK453, SINCERA 832AECORUN, ZIEX ZE914A

delighted to hear that this has been underlined by VW. We see

ECORUN and winter tire EUROWINTER HS449 for factory fitting.

the decision as confirmation of our consistent high performance in

“The range and attributes of our tires complement the broad
requirements of the VW Polo. From tires for drivers seeking a

both development and production.”
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